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We use the mechanistic model #LM3-PPA to test the
#GFDY under two alternative mortality formulations
based on #tree size and #growth rate.
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Key concepts 
and details

Tree growth enhancement drives denser stands 
and biomass gains in mature temperate forests

Research question
Does an enhancement in tree
growth lead to increases in
biomass stocks and tree density
in mature forests?

#GFDY
Grow-Fast-Die-Young hypothesis
Refers to the shorter longevity of
fast-growing trees.

We test the #GFDY hypothesis
theoretically and empirically.

Modelling approach

#LM3-PPA
Vegetation demography cohort-
based model which links leaf
physiology, tree-level C balance,
demographic rates and stand
dynamics (Weng et al. 2015).

Model calibration
For Swiss forests with data from
the Lägeren flux site (CH-Lae).

2 mortality forms
Size-dependent mortality: tree
mortality increases with tree size
in the upper-canopy.
Growth rate-dependent mortality:
tree mortality increases as a
function of biomass increment.

Empirical support

From unmanaged close-canopy
Swiss forests (808 plots). We
study the size-density relations
with linear mixed-effects models.

#Size-density relation
Negative relationship between
stand density (N) and average
size (QMD) from competition.

#NFI
Swiss National Forest Inventory
(Fisher & Traub 2019).

#EFM
Experimental Forest 
Management plots 
(Forrester et al. 2019).

#NFR
Natural Forest Reserves
(Hobbi et al. 2020).
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Enhanced growth 
increases biomass 

stocks 

Enhanced growth 
leads to denser 

stands

Simulated growth enhancements lead to increases in
#biomass stocks and #stand density, independently of
the assumption about drivers of #tree mortality.

Empirical forest data from #NFI, #EFM and #NFR show
that #unmanaged mature forests in #Switzerland are
densening over #time and as #growth rate increases.

Tree growth enhancements lead to higher #biomass
stocks and #denser stands, despite reductions in
#carbon residence time and #tree longevity. The gains
compensate the losses; they are not mutually exclusive.
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Upward shift in the 
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over time

Upward shift in the size-
density relations due to 

enhanced growth

We investigate the link between #growth and #biomass 
and its relation to changes in #tree density.

Tree growth enhancement could be translated into an
#increase in biomass stocks or associated with a
#reduction in tree longevity to a degree that nullifies any
change in biomass, as suggested by the #GFDY.


